#ep8263 Easter Bunny
© 2020 Betty Bowers
A cute bunny for Easter. She has her eggs and ready to hide them.
Palette: DecoArt Americana Acrylic:
Black, White, Lt Mocha, Baby Blue, French Vanilla, Coral Blush, Pebble, Hauser Lt Green, Santa Red,
Victorian Blue, Milk Chocolate, Butterscotch
Other DecoArt Products:
All Purpose Sealer
Matte Spray sealer
Brushes: Use your favorite brushes
¼”, ½” angular
#2, #4, #8, #14 flat
18/0 Liner brush
¼” stencil brush
Wood sign 6” x 8”:
Betty Bowers
Down Home
1928 Bayspring Rd.
Heath Springs, SC 29058
803-286-5505
www.bettybowersdownhome.com
John 3: 16-17
Supplies:
Basic painting supplies, paper towels, water basin
Tracing paper, grey graphite, pencil, Sea sponge

Copyright 2020, Betty Bowers
All rights reserved under Pan American and international copyright conventions. Photocopying or any type of mechanical electronic
reproduction of any part of this pattern packet or the designs herein are prohibited, except purchaser may mechanically/electronically
enlarged or reduce patterns for their personal use. If this pattern packet is purchased as an e-Pattern or CD, you may not re-sell the pdf file,
nor make copied of the files for the re-sale or to give away. The projects created from the patterns in this pattern packet may be personally
painted by purchaser for fun or for sale (i.e., at local craft shows, on internet auctions such as eBay, and on their own websites photo sites),
although if shown on the internet I do ask that you please give me credit for the design in your description. The designs cannot be used to
create web graphics. The product created from or any derivative product made from the designs in this pattern packet cannot be mass
produced in any form without a licensing agreement from Betty Bowers.
Note to Teachers/Shop Owners… You may not teach this design or your adaptation of it unless a pattern is purchased for each student. I
will be happy to sell patterns (print or digital) for each student at a wholesale discount so they can be included with the class supplies at a
nominal cost.
Disclaimer: The information in this pattern packet is presented to you in good faith. Since the author/designer has no control over the
physical conditions surrounding the application of the information presented, I cannot guarantee results, nor will I be liable for any charges
against the user for claims of the copyright or patent infringement. Please note that with printing differences it is difficult to match the
images in this pattern packet of the original pieces, although every effort has been made to do so. Therefore, you finished project may look
a little different in the color than the images in this pattern packet. The colors used in the project instructions are the ones I used by me.
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Wood cutting instructions:
Cut from ¼” wood. If hanging with wire, drill two 1/16” holes at the top. Sand and remove
dust.
Wood prep:
Mix a little All Purpose sealer with Pebble. Basecoat the surface. Let dry.
Using a large flat brush, brush clean water over the surface. You want it damp but not drippy.
Load brush with White and brush over the surface. Wet the sea sponge and wring out. Dip into Coral Blush.
Begin to sponge over the surface, loading sponge as needed. Keep doing this until you get the mottle look. Pick
up White as needed. Once you are happy with the look. Let it dry completely.
Trace on basic lines.
Bunny:
Basecoat the faced and ears with Lt Mocha. I did two coats. Letting paint dry in between coats.
Wash inside the ears with Coral Blush. By mixing a little water with the paint.
Float the top of ears and the top of head with White.
Dry brush the cheeks with Coral Blush and a touch of Santa Red. Blend on the palette, then brush off paint on
dry paper towel before doing the cheeks.
Paint the nose with Coral Blush. Shade the bottom with a touch of Santa Red mixed with water. Float the top of
nose with White.
Pull out the whiskers with Milk Chocolate and add the dots.
Paint the stitching around the head and ears with Coral Blush.
Paint the eyes with Black. I floated the inside the top and the bottom of eyes with White. Then add the dots.
Pull out tiny bottom lashes with Black.
Shirt:
Basecoat the Hauser Lt Green. Shade with Hauser Med Green. Then using the stencil brush, lightly stipple the
bottom of shirt with Hauser Med Green.
Shade under the face and around the eggs with Hauser Med Green.
Yellow egg:
Basecoat with French Vanilla. Paint the band with watery Coral Blush. Let dry, then shade with Coral Blush.
Paint the lines and dots with White.
Dabble in the blue flowers at the top with Victorian blue. Lightly repeat with White. Paint the circles with
White. Paint the stems and leaves with Hauser Med Green using the #2 flat brush.
Paint the heart with Santa Red. Paint the leaves at the bottom with Hauser Med Green.
Purple egg:
Basecoat with Lavender. Paint the rose buds with Victorian Blue and White. By double loading a small flat
brush with the two colors and let the white be on the top. Paint a upside down smile ), then come back around
the bottom. Pull two white lines across the bud. Then add the stem and leaves.
See photo:
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Add Hauser Lt Green dots, dot again with White. Paint the stitching with White.
Blue egg:
Basecoat with Baby Blue. Paint the flower with Coral Blush. Dot the centers with Butterscotch. Dot again with
a smaller White dot. Also add White dots around the flowers.
Paint the stems the same as the purple egg. Paint the stitching with Victorian Blue.
Paint the squiggle lines around the edge with Hauser Med Green and French Vanilla. Add White dots.
Paint hallow with Hauser Med Green and the tiny leaves. Add clusters of Lavender dots, French Vanilla and
Baby Blue dots. Let dry.
Finishing: spray with sealer. Hand with rag strip, by hot gluing to the corners or with 19 gauge wire.
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Line drawing may need to be adjusted to fit wood.
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